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Introduction 
The Vector dialect in MLIR provides a low-level but still machine-agnostic dialect for             
virtual vector operations. Higher-level dialects in MLIR target this level as a first step to               
bridge the semantic gap between virtual vector operations and their concrete           
implementation at the hardware ISA. In a previous case-study, we conducted an            
explorative qualitative and quantitative analysis of the AVX512 instructions that are           
generated for various operations of the Vector dialect. This document supplements this            
previous case-study with a few more experiments with 1-D vector transfer operations.            
These experiments also set up further experimentation done in a planned follow-up            
document on a retargetable MatMul strategy. For preliminaries on the underlying           
principles of the experiments and microbenchmark setup, we refer to the previous            
case-study. The experiments presented in this document have been performed on an            
Intel Xeon E5-2690 2.6GHz (AVX2) and an Intel Xeon Gold 6154 3.00GHz (AVX512). 

Vector Transfer Operations 
The transfer read and write operations were introduced in the Vector dialect as a              
high-level copy-reshape abstraction for memory operations. The transfer operations         
read or write arrays with any length as “supervectors”, i.e. vectors with lengths that are               
a proper multiple of hardware vectors. Any higher level dialect that lowers into the              
Vector dialect should pick a good “supervector” length, and decompose operations that            
load and store from memory into vector operations that use the transfer read and write               
to feed data to and from the operations using that length. 
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Naive SuperVectorization 
Consider, for example, the following sequential loop that reads n elements from an             
array A, doubles the value, and stores the results back into an array B. The actual                
computation is purposely kept light-weight to focus on memory transfer performance. 
 
  func @transfer_seq(%A: memref<?xf32>, %B: memref<?xf32>, %n : index) { 

    %c0 = constant 0 : index 

    %c1 = constant 1 : index 

    scf.for %i = %c0 to %n step %c1 { 

      %0 = load %A[%i] : memref<?xf32> 

      %1 = addf %0, %0 : f32 

      store %1, %B[%i] : memref<?xf32> 

    } 

    return 

  } 

 
Such a loop can be naively “supervectorized” with length 16 as follows, matching the              
float (f32) vector length of one 512-bit zmm register (AVX512), two 256-bit ymm registers              
(AVX), or four 128-bit xmm registers (SSE). 
 
  func @transfer(%A: memref<?xf32>, %B: memref<?xf32>, %n : index) { 

    %c0 = constant 0 : index 

    %c16 = constant 16 : index 

    %u = constant 0.0 : f32 

    scf.for %i = %c0 to %n step %c16 { 
      %0 = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], %u : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 
      %1 = addf %0, %0 : vector<16xf32> 
      vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 
    } 

    return 

  } 

 

The reference lowering implementation in MLIR generates masked load and store           
operations for the transfers, as illustrated below. The mask ensures that the dynamic             
length ?xf32 of the arrays is respected at runtime. 
 
  ^bb1(%15: !llvm.i64):  
    ... 

    %29 = [i, i+1, i+2, ...]   // construct index vector 

    %35 = [n, n,   n,   ...]   // broadcast the upper bound 

    %36 = llvm.icmp "slt" %29, %35 : !llvm.vec<16 x i64>  // SIMD mask 

    ... 

    %38 = llvm.intr.masked.load %23, %36, %37 



 

    %39 = llvm.fadd %38, %38 : !llvm.vec<16 x float> 

    ... 

    llvm.intr.masked.store %39, %46, %59      // mask !llvm.vec<16 x i1> 

    %60 = llvm.add %15, %13 : !llvm.i64 

    llvm.br ^bb1(%60 : !llvm.i64) 

 
The AVX512 for the loop is shown below. 
 

.LBB0_2: 

         vpbroadcastq zmm5, rcx 

         vporq   zmm6, zmm5, zmm2 

         vporq   zmm5, zmm5, zmm3 

         vpcmpgtq k0, zmm0, zmm5 

         vpcmpgtq k1, zmm0, zmm6 

         kunpckbw k1, k1, k0 

         vblendmps zmm7 {k1}, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rsi + 4*rcx] 

         vaddps    zmm7, zmm7, zmm7 

         vpcmpgtq  k0, zmm1, zmm5 

         vpcmpgtq  k1, zmm1, zmm6 

         kunpckbw  k1, k1, k0 

         vmovups zmmword ptr [rdx + 4*rcx] {k1}, zmm7 

         add     rcx, 16 

         cmp     rcx, rax 

         jl      .LBB0_2 

 
Assuming that in the code above, n directly corresponds to the dynamic length ?xf32 of               
arrays A and B, most iterations of the i-loop will effectively operate on the full               
“supervector” length, even though masked load and stores are used throughout.           
However, the last iteration will perform (1) a partially masked load to avoid reading too               
many elements while padding value %u at the end, (2) a full length SIMD addition for the                 
addf, and (3) a partially masked store to avoid writing back too many elements. 
 
Figure 1 shows the AVX2 transfer performance measured as “clock ticks” against            
increasing lengths of the array transfer (transfer-mlir). The jagged behavior clearly           
reveals that the runtime of each transfer depends on multiples of the “supervector”             
length (vl=16) rather than on the precise actual length (n). Transferring just 1 element              
takes about the same time as transferring 16, transferring 17 elements takes the same              
time as transferring 32, etc. The figure also shows the performance of the original              
sequential loop when LLVM generates pure scalar code (llvm-scalar) and when LLVM is             
allowed to vectorize the scalar code (llvm-SIMD). For AVX2, the naive vectorization            
scheme with transfer operations performs poorly. 



 

 
 Figure 1. Initial Transfer Performance Comparison (AVX2) 

 
Figure 2 shows the performance results of similar AVX512 experiments. In this case,             
the naive scheme already performs well compared to the other approaches, i.e. pure             
scalar code (llvm-scalar) and automatically vectorized code (llvm-SIMD). Both the SIMD           
approaches exhibit jagged behavior corresponding to the chosen vector length.          

 
 Figure 2. Initial Transfer Performance Comparison (AVX512) 



 

Mask Computation Improvements 
As can be seen in the AVX512 code above, using 64-bit indices to create the mask for                 
the 32-bit floating-point operations implies that the SIMD lengths differ (viz. two            
vpcmpgtq instructions are needed for one vaddps). Using 32-bit indices results in much             
more compact code, as can be seen below. 
 
.LBB0_2: vpbroadcastd    zmm4, ecx 

         vpord   zmm4, zmm4, zmm2 

         vpcmpgtd        k1, zmm0, zmm4 

         vblendmps       zmm5 {k1}, zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 4*rcx] 

         vaddps  zmm5, zmm5, zmm5 

         vpcmpgtd        k1, zmm1, zmm4 

         vmovups zmmword ptr [rdx + 4*rcx] {k1}, zmm5 

         add     rcx, 16 

         cmp     rcx, rax 

         jl      .LBB0_2 

 
Figure 3 shows that this minor change (cmp32) results in AVX2 performance            
improvements that, for longer arrays, exhibit speedups of up to 4x over the original              
reference implementation (transfer). 

 
Figure 3. Mask Performance Improvements (AVX2) 



 

Figure 4 shows the performance improvements when running the AVX512 code. Here            
too, the minor change (cmp32) has a big impact on performance, exhibiting speedups             
of up to 2x over the original reference implementation (transfer). 
 

 
Figure 4. Mask Performance Improvements (AVX512) 

GetActiveLaneMask Intrinsic 
As was stated in the original case-study document, one of the leading principles is to               
lower the Vector dialect into architectural-neutral SIMDized LLVM-IR rather than CPU           
specific dialects or intrinsics. In this context, the intrinsic get.active.lane.mask          
seemed interesting, since it provides the exact semantics needed in a “supervectorized”            
loop, i.e. mask out iterations beyond the original iteration count. Our initial hope was the               
backend would generate better code than what we came up ourselves so far. 
 
^bb1(%15: !llvm.i64):  

  ... 

  %28 = llvm.intr.get.active.lane.mask %24, %27 

        : !llvm.i32, !llvm.i32 to !llvm.vec<16 x i1> 

  ... 

  %30 = llvm.intr.masked.load %23, %28, %29 

  %31 = llvm.fadd %30, %30 : !llvm.vec<16 x float> 

  ... 

  llvm.intr.masked.store %31, %38, %43 {alignment = 4 : i32} 

  %44 = llvm.add %15, %13 : !llvm.i64 

  llvm.br ^bb1(%44 : !llvm.i64) 

https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html#llvm-get-active-lane-mask-intrinsics


 

 

The AVX512 for the loop is shown below. 
 
.LBB0_2: vpbroadcastd zmm4, edi 

         vpaddd       zmm5, zmm4, zmm0 

         vpcmpnltud   k1, zmm5, zmm4 

         vpcmpltud    k2 {k1}, zmm5, zmm1 

         vblendmps    zmm4 {k2}, zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 4*rdi] 

         vaddps       zmm4, zmm4, zmm4 

         vpcmpltud    k1 {k1}, zmm5, zmm3 

         vmovups zmmword ptr [rdx + 4*rdi] {k1}, zmm4 

         add     rdi, 16 

         cmp     rdi, rax 

         jl      .LBB0_2 

 
The performance results of a 64-bit and 32-bit index version on AVX2 and AVX512              
were already shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 (lane32 and lane64). Clearly, the use of                
the intrinsic did not make any improvement over the lowering that was already in place. 

SuperVectorization Improvements 
Even though mask improvements resulted in better performance, the naive vectorization           
used above does not use the vector transfer operations very efficiently, since only the              
last vector iteration needs masking. Therefore, “supervectorized” code can improve the           
resulting loop in several ways: (1) use a condition on the load, (2) use a condition on the                  
store, (3) use a condition on both the load and the store, and (4) use a cleanup loop (the                   
latter is the traditional approach, see, for example “A.J.C. Bik. The Software            
Vectorization Handbook. Intel Press, June, 2004”). A higher-level dialect can easily           
incorporate any of these improvements in its lowering strategy. 
 
Improvement (1) would modify the transfer read as follows. 
 
    %b = subi %n, %c16 : index 

    scf.for %i = %c0 to %n step %c16 { 

      %c = cmpi "sle", %i, %b : index 

      %0 = scf.if %c -> (vector<16xf32>) { 

        %r = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], 

            %u {masked=[false]} : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 
        scf.yield %r : vector<16xf32> 

      } else { 

        %r = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], %u : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 

        scf.yield %r : vector<16xf32> 

      } 
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      ... 

    } 

 

Likewise, improvement (2) would look as follows. 
 

    scf.for %i = %c0 to %n step %c16 { 

      ... 

      %c = cmpi "sle", %i, %b : index 

      scf.if %c { 

        vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] 

              {masked=[false]} : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 
      } else { 

        vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 

      } 

    } 

 
Improvement (3) would be a combination of these, moving the SIMD addition inside to              
avoid duplicated testing. 
 
    scf.for %i = %c0 to %n step %c16 { 

      %c = cmpi "sle", %i, %b : index 

      scf.if %c { 

        %0 = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], %u 

            {masked=[false]} : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 
        %1 = addf %0, %0 : vector<16xf32> 

        vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] 

            {masked=[false]} : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 
      } else { 

        %0 = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], %u : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 

        %1 = addf %0, %0 : vector<16xf32> 

        vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 

      } 

    } 

 
Finally, the cleanup improvement would look as follows (note that the cleanup loop             
could be vectorized again with decreasingly shorter vector lengths, an approach we do             
not further consider here). 
 
    %m = remi_signed  %n, %c16 : index 

    %r = subi %n, %m : index 

    scf.for %i = %c0 to %r step %c16 { 

      %0 = vector.transfer_read %A[%i], %u 

          {masked=[false]} : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 
      %1 = addf %0, %0 : vector<16xf32> 

      vector.transfer_write %1, %B[%i] 



 

          {masked=[false]} : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 
    } 

    scf.for %j = %r to %n step %c1 { 

      %2 = load %A[%j] : memref<?xf32> 

      %3 = addf %2, %2 : f32 

      store %3, %B[%j] : memref<?xf32> 

    } 

 
In all these fragments, transfer operations without masking eventually lower into regular            
load and store instructions. Furthermore, the LLVM backend is rather good in            
generating code for the conditional branch within the loop. For example, the AVX512 for              
improvement (3) is as follows (using 32-bit compares): 
 

  401490:       62 f2 7d 48 7c e1       vpbroadcastd zmm4,ecx 

  401496:       62 f1 5d 48 eb e2       vpord  zmm4,zmm4,zmm2 

  40149c:       62 f1 7d 48 66 cc       vpcmpgtd k1,zmm0,zmm4 

  4014a2:       62 f2 65 49 65 28       vblendmps zmm5{k1},zmm3,ZMMWORD PTR [rax] 

  4014a8:       62 f1 54 48 58 ed       vaddps zmm5,zmm5,zmm5 

  4014ae:       62 f1 75 48 66 cc       vpcmpgtd k1,zmm1,zmm4 

  4014b4:       62 f1 7c 49 11 2c 8a    vmovups ZMMWORD PTR [rdx+rcx*4]{k1},zmm5 

  4014bb:       48 83 c1 10             add    rcx,0x10 

  4014bf:       4c 39 c1                cmp    rcx,r8 

  4014c2:       7d 25                   jge    4014e9 <transfer_ifLS+0x99> 

  4014c4:       48 8d 04 8e             lea    rax,[rsi+rcx*4] 

  4014c8:       48 39 f9                cmp    rcx,rdi 

  4014cb:       7f c3                   jg     401490 <transfer_ifLS+0x40> 

  4014cd:       62 f1 7c 48 10 20       vmovups zmm4,ZMMWORD PTR [rax] 

  4014d3:       62 f1 5c 48 58 e4       vaddps zmm4,zmm4,zmm4 

  4014d9:       62 f1 7c 48 11 24 8a    vmovups ZMMWORD PTR [rdx+rcx*4],zmm4 

  4014e0:       48 83 c1 10             add    rcx,0x10 

  4014e4:       4c 39 c1                cmp    rcx,r8 

  4014e7:       7c db                   jl     4014c4 <transfer_ifLS+0x74> 

 
Figure 5 shows the AVX2 performance of these four improvements (labeled if-L, if-S,             
if-LS, and cleanup respectively) using 64-bit indices, and thus, comparisons. Figure 6            
shows the AVX512 performance of these four cases, again using 64-bit indices. Figures             
7 and 8 repeat the experiments using 32-bit indices. 



 

 
Figure 5. Vectorization Performance Improvements with 64-bit CMP  (AVX2) 

 

 
Figure 6. Vectorization Performance Improvements with 64-bit CMP  (AVX512) 

 



 

 
Figure 7. Vectorization Performance Improvements with 32-bit CMP (AVX2) 

 

 
Figure 8. Vectorization Performance Improvements with 32-bit CMP (AVX512) 



 

Final Performance Comparison 
Figures 9 and 10 compare the best performing versions of the transfer operations (if-LS              
and cleanup) with the automatically vectorized code by the LLVM backend (llvm-simd).            
The figures clearly show that with a reasonable lowering strategy, the transfer            
operations provide an acceptable abstraction for “supervectorization”, since the         
performance is “on par” or even better (simply due to a more fine-grained vector length               
selection) than automatically vectorized code by the LLVM backend. 

 
Figure 9. Final Performance Comparison (AVX2) 

 
 



 

 
Figure 10. Final Performance Comparison (AVX512) 

 


